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ABSTRACT Let m be a bounded, real valued measure on a field of sets. Then, by the Yosida- 
Hewitt theorem, m has a unique decomposition i to the sum of a countably additive and a 
singular measure. We show here that, in contrast to the classical arguments, this decomposition 
can be achieved by constructine the countably additive component. From this we obtain a simple 
formula for the countably additive part of a (strongly bounded) vector measure. We develop 
these ideas further by considering a weakly compact operator T on a yon Neumann algebra M. 
It turns out that T has a unique decomposition i to TN +Ts , where Ts is singular, T• is 
completely additive on projections and, for each x in M, there exists an increasing sequence of 
projections (p~)(n --- 1,2...), such that 
TN (x) = lim T(p, xp~). 
When M has a faithful representation a separable Hilbert space, then we can fix a sequence 
of projections (.p,)(n = 1,2...) such that the above equation holds for every choice of x in M. For 
general M, there exists an increasing net of projections <q, > such that, for every y in M, 
limr II T~ Cv) - T(q,yqr]~ I - 0. 
Introduct ion 
The Yosida-Hewitt Decomposition Theorem is one o f  the classic theorems o f  measure 
theory. It states that a bounded, finitely additive scalar measure, on a field o f  sets (not 
necessarily a C-field) can be uniquely decomposed into the sum o fa  countably additive 
measure and a purely finitely additive measure. See [20] and Theorem 111.7.8 [8]. One 
o f  us [3] gave the first extension o f  this result to (Banach space valued) vector 
measures. Many different extensions and developments o f  the Yosida-Hewitt Theorem 
have been discovered in the succeeding years. We draw the readers attention to 
[12,10,14] and the references in those papers for information on some o f  these 
advances. 
In the first part o f  this paper we show that it is possible to construct the Yosida-Hewitt 
decomposition for bounded scalar measures. Building on this we then obtain the 
Yosida-Hewitt decomposition for strongly bounded vector measures with a 
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surprisingly simple representation f the components ofthe decomposition. It turns out 
that the countably additive part is the Rickart integral of the measure. As a 
consequence, what had previously been mysterious (at least to the authors) becomes 
easy and transparent. 
Strong boundedness i  intimately connected with the range of a measure being 
relatively weakly compact and the existence of a control measure for the vector 
measure, see [4]. Indeed, strong boundedness of a measure is equivalent to the weak 
compactness ofthe operator (the integral) associated with that measure. This makes it 
natural when considering 'non-commutative integrals' i.e. Banach space valued 
operators on von Neumann algebras, to impose the condition of weak compactness. 
In Section 3 of this paper we present our viewpoint on non-commutative integrals. 
This material is straightforward but makes essential use of deep results on weak 
compactness in the pre-dual of a yon Neumann algebra, see [16]. The latter esults are 
the work of many hands but the contributions of Takesaki [17], Akemann [1] and 
Akemann et al. [2] are particularly noteworthy. 
For a yon Neumaun algebra M, instead of giving a direct generalisation fthe Yosida- 
Hewitt theorem, it is more natural to consider decomposing a weakly compacl 
operator T:M-~X into the sum of a normal operator and a singular operator. Here 
normal corresponds to 'completely additive' rather than countably additive. [This use 
of'normal' is consistent with the notion of a normal functional when X = C.] We make 
no attempt to obtain this decomposition constructively but are able to show, in Section 
4, that the normal part ofT, Ts, can be represented bya very simple limiting process. 
For classical, Banach space valued, finitely additive measures on a field of sets, going 
to a corresponding operator on the bounded measurable functions is a straightforward 
integration process. For a yon Neumann algebra, M, the possibility of going t~om a 
Banach space valued quantum measure on the projections of M to an associated 
'integral' is a much more delicate question. Provided M does not have a Type I: direct 
snmmand, the Generalised Gleason Theorem tells us that this non-commutative 
integration process can always be achieved. Again, this is the cnimination of the work 
of many hands, see [9,6,7] and the references given there. Weak compactness plays no 
role in the Generalised Gleasun Theorem. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout this note F shall be a field of subsets of a set S and X a Banach space 
with dual X*. We say that a finitely additive measure m: F--*X is strongly bounded (s- 
bounded, strongly additive) if m(F~) -~ 0 whenever (~)(n = 1,2...) is a sequence of 
disjoint sets ~om J. Note that when m is scalar valued, strongly bounded is equivalent 
to bounded. 
The strong boundedness ofm is equivalent to the existence of a control measure ~ for 
m, where ~ is positive, bounded and finitely additive on Fand g(E) -* 0 i~ and only if, 
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re(E) -> 0 [4]. As a consequence, if m is countably additive and strongly bounded on 
F, then there exists a unique countably additive extension of m to F ~, the o-field 
generated by F. 
Let N be the set of natural numbers. Let Q(N) be the collection of all non-empty finite 
subsets of N, and partially order Q(N) by set inclusion. Given a series in a Banach 
space X, ~x~, we call the series unconditionally convergent if the net 
<~_~Fx~:FeQ(N)> converges and, when the limit exists it is denoted by ~.  
Let H denote the collection of all countable partitions of S by sets fiom F. Direct H by 
refinements, that is, 7q > ~2 it~ for each Eel2, there exists FEnl such that E c F. 
Whenever AEF, let S (m,~)  be Y~{m(Ard~):Eeg}, provided this sum is 
unconditionally convergent. We define the Rickart integral [15], with respect to m, of 
Ac F, to be lin~..S(m,~,A); where k is assumed that S(m,n,A) is unconditionally 
convergent for each ~ and the limit of the net exists. We shall prove that these 
conditions are met when m is fmitely additive and strongly bounded. Denote the 
Rickart integral (with respect to m) by Rm and its evaluation at A by (Rm)(A). The 
Rickart integral, when it exists, is countably additive on F, see [15]. 
We say that m has a Yosida-Hewitt decomposition, m = m~ +nap, if m~ is a countably 
additive measure on Fand nap is purely finitely additive on 3 We recall that the latter 
condition means that, whenever x* eX* and ~t is a positive countably additive measure 
on F, if tt(E) < I x*mp[ (E) for all Ee Fthen ~t - 0. The total variation measure of x'rap 
will be denoted by [ x*mp]. The decomposition will be unique. 
The following two lemmas are standard results but, since we shall make essential use 
of them, we state them explicitly here. 
LEMMA 1.1 Let m: 3--*X be strongly bounded Let (E,)(n =1,2 ) be a sequence of 
disjoint elements of  F. Then ~mEn is unconditionally convergent. 
PROOF: See [5]. 
LEMMA 1.2 Let m: F--~X be strongly bounded. Let D be an upward irected subset 
of F. Then <mE:E E ~ is a Cauchy net in X. 
PROOF: Suppose this is false. Then there exists a constant c > 0 such that, for each 
E~ Dthere exists G~ Dsuch that E c G and I] m(G~E)I [ > c. From this it follows that 
we can construct a disjoint sequence (En)(n ----1,2 ) with I I mF_JI _> C for each n. This 
contradicts he strong boundedness o fm 
2. The construction and representation of Yosida-Hewitt decompositions 
Ut'dising the notation set out above, we have: 
THEOREM 2.1 Let m: F--* R be a finitely additive complex valued measure which 
is bounded Then Rm is well defined and the (unique) Yosida-Hewitt decomposition f
m is the following: 
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m = Rm + (m - Rm) = m~ -/- mp. 
Explicitly, for each A ~ .7,, 
mdA ) = (Rm) (A) = lim, Z{m(A r3 E) : E ~ ~r}. 
PROOF: We shall consider only real valued measures until the final paragraph. First let 
us assume that m is positive, finitely additive and finite valued on S. Fix A~ F and 
~¢FI and let (F~)(n = 1,2...) be an enumeration f the partition g. Then ~,~n(Af-~) is a 
series of positive terms bounded above by mA. So the series is unconditionally 
convergent. Hence, in the notation of Section 1, S(m,zc,A) exists and 
0 _< S(m,g,A) _< mA. Also, when rh -> re2, 0 _< S(m, gl,A) < S(m,~2,A). Hence 
lin~S(m,TLA) exists. Thus Rm is well defined, and, as remarked above, is countably 
additive. 
Now let m be real valued and bounded. It is easy to see that Rm = Rm + - Rm- and 
R [ m l = Rm + + Rm-. Furthermore, it is straightforward to show that R is a positive 
linear idempotent map from the space of bounded finitely additive (real) measures onto 
the space ofcountably additive (real) measures on F and 0 < R < I. 
Let ~ be a positive, purely finitely additive measure. Since 0 < gc~ < ~ it follows that 
Rc~ = 0. Conversely, let ]3 be a positive measure such that R~ = 0. Then, if Ix is 
countably additive and 0 < ~t < ]3, on applying R to this inequality we find that la = 0. 
Thus a positive measure ispurely finitely additive i~ and only ~ it is in the kernel oflL 
In particular, this implies that the sum of two positive, purely finitely additive, 
measures i purely finitely additive. 
Let ot be a bounded measure in the kernel of IL Then 0 = Rcz = Rot +- Re-. 
So ¢z = (I-R)cz = ( I -R)¢(  -(I -R)¢C. Then cc _< (I-R)¢(. Soc~ v0 < (I-R)ct + <c~ +. 
i.e.& : (I -R)c( and, similarly, c~- = (I -R)ct-. Hence 1~ ¢z] = 0. Thus the kernel of R 
is the set of purely finitely additive measures. 
Let m be a finitely additive real measure. Then m = Rm + (I -R)m decomposes m into 
the sum of a countably additive and purely finitely additive part. Suppose m~ + nap is 
another such decomposition fnl Then Rm = m~ + Rmp = n~. Thus the Yosida-Hewitt 
decomposition is unique. 
To extend the above results to a bounded complex measure m, we take the real and 
imaginary parts o fm = c~ + i~. Then Rm = Re + iR~. 
THEOREM 2.2 Let m: ff-~ X be a finitely additive vector measure which is strongly 
bounded. Then Rm is well defined and the (unique) Yasida-Hewitt decomposition ofm 
is the following: 
m =P~ + (m -Rm) =me -/-m~. 
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Explicitly, for each A E F, 
me(A) = (Pan) (,4) = lim~ Zfm(A ~ E) . 'E~.  
PROOF: Let (Fn)(n = 1,2..) be a sequence ofpairwise disjoint sets in F. By Lcmma 1.1, 
the strong boundedness of m implies that the series ~mF, is unconditionally 
convergent. So S(m,~,A) is well defined for each Ae F. 
Let @eX*. Then ~bm is a scalar measure. Let AE F. It is straightforward to show that 
@S(m,g,A) = S(~bm, g,A). Let us assume, for the moment, that the net 
<S(m,g,A):~ EH> converges (in the norm topology of X) for each Ae F. i.e. that Rm, 
the Rickart integral with respect to m, exists. Then ~b(Rm) = R(@m). 
Since Rm is countabty additive, to obtain the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition of m it 
suffices to show that m - gm is purely finitely additive. This is equivalent to showing 
that ~bm- IK@m) is purely finitely additive for each @. But this follows from Theorem 
2.1. Again, the uniqueness of the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition of m, follows by 
applying the uniqueness part of Theorem 2.1. 
It remains to establish the existence oflin~ S(m,~,A) for each Ae F. 
Let f~ be the Stone structure space of the Boolean algebra F. Let k be a Boolean 
isomorphism of Fonto the clopen subsets off~. We define m1(kF) = mF for each FE F. 
Then m~ is a countably additive measure on the clopen subsets of fL Since ml is alSO 
strongly bounded ithas a unique extension to a countably additive measure, m2, on ~, 
the si,~ma-field generated by the clopen sets of fL 
We recall that YI denotes the collection of all countable partitions of S by sets from F. 
Fix Ae F. Let ~ = {F~:n = 1.2... }be a partition from H. Now let p be another partition 
with ~ _< p, that is, p is a refinement of x. So p is ofthe form {E~j:n,j}where each E~ = 
uj E~j. This impfies that kF~ c kEn for each n and j. Let e~ = uj kE~j and e = ukF~. 
We note that en c kEn. Since the En are pairwise disjoint and k is a Boolean 
isomorphism it follows that the sets {e~:n = 1,2...}are pairwise disjoint. 
Let b = Uen = u,jkE~j. Then we have 
S(m,~,A) = ~_~ m(A~ ~)  = ~ m2(kA~ kE~) = m2(kAr~ e). 
Similarly, S(m,p,A) = m2(kA~b). Since karma c kAr~b, it follows from Lemma 1.2 
that < S(m,~,A): 7cell> is a Cauchy net in X and hence norm convergent. Thus Rm, 
the Rickart integral associated with m, does exist and the theorem isproved. 
3. Non-commutative vector integration 
In this section, A shall denote a C*-algebra and X a Banach space. Our standard 
references for operator algebras are [ 11,13,16]. Let us recall that A**, the second ual 
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of A, can be naturally identified with the von Neumann envelope of A in its universal 
representation. Let A ~ be the smallest self-adjoint subspace of A** which contains A 
and has the property, whenever (x~)(n = 1,2) is a monotone increasing sequence of 
self-adjoint elements of A "~ with supremum x in A**, then x is in A ®. Then A ~° is a C*- 
subalgebra of A** and A ® is now known as the Pedersen envelope of A [ 13]. 
In this section we gather together some results which suggest that the 'right' notion of 
an X-valued integral on A is a weakly compact operator. The hard work on weak 
compactness in pre-duals of yon Neumaun algebras and in duals of C*-algebras has 
been done elsewhere, much of it by Takesald and by Akem~nn, see [16] and the 
references contained therein. Its application to non-commutative ctor measures i
presented here in the hope that it will be of convenienoe tothe reader. 
Let us recall the following classical result. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space and 
T:C(K) --* X be a bounded linear operator. By [8, Theorem VI.7.3] T is weakly 
compact i£ and only i£ there exists an X-valued Bake measure m on K such that, for 
all fin C(K), 
Tf= ]f&n. 
This result has been successfully generalised to non-commutative C*-algebras. See 
[2,18]. 
Let us recall some basic properties of weakly compact operators. (See [8].) When Y 
and Z are Banach spaces, a bounded linear operator S:Y-,Z is weakly compact if S 
maps the closed unit ball of Y into a weakly compact subset of Z. It turns out that 
S:Y-,Z is weakly compact, ~ and only i£ the operator S**:Y**-*Z** maps Y** into 
Z, when Z is identified with its canonical image in Z**. Moreover, when S is weakly 
compact, S** maps bounded ¢(Y**,Y*) convergent ets to weakly convergent ets in 
Z**. Since the unit ball of Y** is compact in the weak*-topology it follows that S** 
maps the closed unit ball of Y** onto a weakly compact subset of Z**. Hence, when S 
is weakly compact, hen S**:Y** - ,Z  is also weakly compact. 
Let B be a (unital) monotone o-complete C*-algebra. That is, whenever (b,)(n = 1,2...) 
is a monotone increasing sequence of self-adjoint elements which is bounded above, 
then it has a least upper bound b. 
DEFINITION: An (X-valued) a-integral on B is a bounded linear operator T:B --~ X, 
such that, whenever (bnX n = 1,2...) is a monotone increasing sequence which has a 
least upper bound b, then Tbn converges weakly to Tb. 
LEMMA 3.1 Let T be an X-valued a-integral on a unital monotone a-complete C*- 
algebra B. Then T is a weakly compact operator. Also, whenever (e~)(n = 1,2...) is a 
monotone decreasing sequence of projections in B with infimum 0, then/[Ten//---~ 0. 
Proof." By [19] there is a 6-homomorphism q ffomB ~ onto B, such that q(x) = x for all 
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x in B. Let T ~ = Tq. Then, because q is a o-homomorphism, whenever (b~Xn = 1,2...) 
is a monotone increasing sequence (of self-adjoint elements) in W ° which has a least 
upper bound b, then the sequence (q(b,))(n = 1,2...) has least upper bound q(b) in B. 
So T~(b.) converges weakly to T~(b). Thus, in the notation of  [18], yo is a weak X- 
valued integral on B ~. So, by Theorem 2.3 [18],T is weakly compact. 
Let (e~)(n = 1,:...) be a monotone decreasing sequence of projections in B with infimum 
0. Let e be the infimum of(en)(n = 1~...) in B ®. Then, see Lemma 2.2 [18], 
II r°(e -e)ll --> 0. 
So II Tq(e -OII --} 0. Sin e q(O = 0, it renews that I I Te ll --> 0. 
REMARK Let T, B and T ~ be as in the above lemma. Then, see Lemma 2.2 [18],T ~ is 
the restriction of T** to B ~. 
PROPOSITION 3.2: Let M be a yon Neumann algebra with predual M, .  Let 
S:M-gX be a bounded linear operator. Assume that, whenever (xfyEl") is a bounded, 
decreasing net of self-adjoint elements e lM such that x r --9 0 in the weak* topology 
then Sx r -9 0 in the weak topology of X. Then S is weakly compact. Furthermore there 
exists a normal state ~ such that, given any ~ > 0 there exists a cY > 0 such that for 
each z in the unit ball e lM, / /Sz / /< z whenever ~(zz* +z'z) < 6. 
Also, whenever (zr:y~I) is a bounded net in M which converges to 0 in the strong*- 
topology then //Szr / /  -90 .  In particular, whenever (xr:y~l-) is a bounded, 
decreasing net of self-adjoint elements e lM such that x r -9 0 in the weak* topology 
then //Sxr//  -90. 
Proof." It follows immediately from Lemma 3. l that S is weakly compact. Also, 
whenever (e.)(n = 1,:...) is a monotone decreasing sequence of projections in M with 
0, then I I se.II 0. 
Let K = {yS:yeX* and [I 3~[ < 1}. Each yS in K is a normal inear functional on M and 
hence may be identified with an element of M., the predual of M. Also, whenever 
(e~Xn = 1~...) is a monotone decreasing sequence of projections in M with infimum 0, 
then ySe~--} 0, nniformly for yS~I~ So, by Theorem 5.4 (ii) [16], K is a relatively 
weakly compact subset e lM. .  It now follows from Theorem 5.4 (iv) [16] that there 
exists a normal state ~b such that, given any e > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 such that, for each 
z in the unit ball of M, [[ yS~ [ < 8 whenever ~b(zz* + z'z) < 8 and y is in the unit ball 
of X*. (See [1].) 
Now let (zr:TeF) be a bounded net in M which converges to 0 in the strong*- 
topology. Then z r zy* -~ 0 and zr*z r -~ 0 in the o(M, M.)-topology. Thus 
~( z, z,* + zy*z~) -~ 0. Hence I[ s ll 0. 
COROLLARY 3.3 Let B be a (unital) monotone or-complete C*-algebra and let 
T:B--yX be a (r-integral. Let (x~)(n = 1,z.. )be a monotone decreasing sequence in B 
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with infimum O, in B. Then l t  Tx,, l l  ~ O. 
Proof: Since T is weakly compact, it has a natural extension to T**:B** ---~X, where 
T** satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.2. Let x be the strong limit in B** of the 
sequence (x, Xn = 1~... ). Then x is in B ®. Then I I T**x~ -T**x] ] ~ 0. 
Now T** x, = T x~ and, in the notation of Lemma 3.1, T**x = T°(x) = Tq(x). Since q 
is a a-homomorphism, q(x) = 0. So II Tx. I I - ,  0 
COROLLARY 3.4 Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let T:A --> X be a weakly 
compact operator. There exists a state ~ in A* such that, given any 6 > O, there exists 
a 6 > 0 such that, whenever//a//_~I, ~(aa*-m*a) < 6 implies that//Ta//< ~.. 
Proof." Let T**:A** --> X be the canonical extension of T to A**. Then, on applying 
Proposition 3.2 to T**, there exists d~ in A* (the predual of A**) with the required 
properties. 
4. Decomposing non-commutative vector measures 
In the first part of this paper we gave an explicit construction for the Yosida-Hewitt 
decomposition f a finitely additive measure on a 6-field into the sum of a a-additive 
measure and a singular measure. Since the projections in a yon Neumann algebra form 
a complete lattice, not just a tr-lattice, it is natural to seek to decompose a Banach 
space valued operator on a yon Neumann algebra M into the sum of a normal 
(completely additive) operator and a singular operator. We show here that this can 
always be done for weakly compact operators, and, in analogy with the work in the 
first part of this paper, exhibit a ~imple explicit formula wh)'eh represents he normal 
part of an operator. 
Let M be a yon Nenmann algebra nd X a Banach space. An operator F:M --~ X is said 
to be normal if, for each yeX*, yF is a normal functional on M i.e. is in M.. An 
operator F:M ---> X is said to be singular if for each yeX*, yF is a singular functional 
on M. For an account of normal and singular ftmctionals on von Nenmann algebras ee 
[p127,16]. 
Let us observe that ifF:M --, X is normal then, by Proposition 3.2, whenever x~ --~ x in 
the strong*-topology then II Fx - FMI - ,  0. Furthermore, F is weakly compact. 
Let us recall, see [16], that each functional ~ in M* has a unique decomposition i to 
the sum of a normal functional V, and a singular functional Vs. Moreover, there is a 
canonical central projection z, in M**, such that, for each V in M*, and each x in M~ 
tit, (x) = V(xz) and W~(x) = V(x(1-z)). 
T1W~OREM 4.1 Let T:M--->X be a weakly compact operator. Then there exist unique 
operators TN and Ts such that T = T~ +Ts where TN is normal and Ts is singular. 
Also, T~ and Ts are both weakly compact. For each x in M there exists a monotone 
increasing sequence of projecaons (p,) (n =s,2... ) such that, 
(x) = lira T (p x pJ ,  
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where this limit exists with respect o the norm topology on X. When M has a faithful 
representation on a separable Hilbert space, we can f ix a monotone increasing 
sequence of projections (p,) (n =1,2... ) such that, for every x, 
lim. _~ //  TN (x) - T (p :  p,) // = O. 
Proof." Since T is weakly compact, T** takes its values in X. So we can define X 
valued operators on M by setting TN(x) = T**(xz) and Ts(x) = T**(x(1-z)). 
Let yeX* and let W = yT**. Then V restricts to a bounded linear functional on M, 
whose normal part is given by Wn(X) = yT**(xz) for each x in M. Thus x --) yTs(x) is a 
normal functional on M for each y in X*. So TN is a normal operator from M to X. 
Similarly, Ws(x) = yT**(x(1-z)) = yTs(x) for each x in M. Thus yTs is a singular 
functional on M for each y in X*. Thus Ts is a singular operator. 
Clearly, T = Ts +Ts, Now suppose T = A + B where A is a normal operator from M 
into X and B is a singular operator from M into X. For any y in X*, yT = yA + yB, 
where yA is normal and yB is singular. Shoe the decomposition of functionals on M 
into the sum of a normal and a singular functional is unique, it follows that yTN = yA 
for each y in X*. Hence TN = A. Thus Ts = B. 
Since T~ is normal, it is weakly compact. So Ts is the difference of two weakly 
compact operators and hence weakly compact i selE 
By Proposition 3.2, there exists a state/0 in M* such that, given any s > 0, there exists 
a 8 > 0 such that, whenever a is in the closed unit ball of M**, ~b(aa*+a*a) < 8 implies 
that II T**a  II < 
Now Cs, the singular part of ~b (when #0 is regarded as a state on M, rather than a 
normal state on M**) satisfies, ~bs(X) --/O(x(1-z)) for all x in M. By Theorem HI.3.8 
[16] and an application of Zorn's Lemma, there exists an orthogonal family of non- 
zero projections (%:7 e F) such that ~b,(%) = 0 for each 7 and 1 = Y-~r e~. 
Fix x in M and let a = e~x%. Then ~b,(aa* + a'a) = ¢~(%x%x*% +evx*%xev) 
-<11 + eO --- o. 
Now let b = a(1-z). Then/0(bb* + b'b) = qb~(aa* +a'a) = 0. So [] T**b [] = 0. 
Hence Tsa = T**a(1-z) = T**b = 0. Hence T(%x%) = TN(%xe~). 
For each finite set F c F let qF = ~-,r~F e~. Then (qFxqF) (F c F) is a bounded net in M 
which converges to x in the strong*-topology. So II TN(x) - T(qFxq~)ll--> 0. We 
construct an increasing sequence of finite subsets ofF, F(1),F(2),...F(n),..., such that 
II TN(x) - T(qFXqF)I ----- 1/n whenever F(n) c F. Let Pn be the projection qF(.) for each 
whole number n. Then 
T~(x) = lim T(p:pn) 
where the limit is taken with respect to the norm topology in X. 
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When M has a fakhfld representation a Hilbert space, every orthogonal family of 
projections i countable. So F is countable and hence may be identified with the set of 
natural numbers. Let p, = el+e:+...e~. Then, for any x in M, (p,xpn X n = 1,2...) 
converges tox in the strong*-topology. Arguing as above, II T (x) - T(pnxp.) l  I ~ 0. 
When M does not have a faithful representation on a separable 1-filbert space, the above 
proof yields: 
COROLLARY 4.2 Let T:M--~X be a weakly compact operator. Then there exist 
unique operators T~¢ and Ts such that T = TN +Ts where "IN is normal and Ts is 
singular. Also, Tg and Ts are both weakly compact. There exists an increasing net of 
projections <qp> such that, for all x in M, 
Ts (x) = lime T (qFxqF), 
where this limit exists with respect to the norm topology on X. 
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